This work describes the microstructure and transport properties of GeBixTey films with emphasis on their out-of-equilibrium behavior. Persistent-photoconductivity (PPC), previously studied in the phase-change compound GeSbxTey is also quite prominent in this system. Much weaker PPC response is observed in the pure GeTe compound and when alloying GeTe with either In or Mn. Films made from these compounds share the same crystallographic structure, the same p-type conductivity, a similar compositional disorder extending over mesoscopic scales, and similar mosaic morphology. The enhanced photoconductive response exhibited by the Sb and Bi alloys may therefore be related to their common chemistry. Persistentphotoconductivity is observable in GeBixTey films at the entire range of sheet resistances studied in this work (≈10 3 Ω to ≈55MΩ). The excess conductance produced by a brief exposure to infrared illumination decays with time as a stretchedexponential (Kohlrausch law). Intrinsic electron-glass effects on the other hand, are observable in thin films of GeBixTey only for samples that are strongly-localized just like it was noted with the seven electron-glasses previously studied. These include a memory-dip which is the defining attribute of the phenomenon. The memory-dip in GeBixTey is the widest amongst the germanium-telluride alloys studied to date consistent with the high carrier-concentration N ≥10 21 cm -3 of this compound. The thermalization process exhibited in either, the PPC-state or in the electron-glass regime is sluggish but the temporal law of the relaxation from the out-of-equilibrium state is distinctly different. Coexistence of the two phenomena give rise to some non-trivial effects, in particular, the visibility of the memory-dip is enhanced in the PPC-state. The relation between this effect and the dependence of the memory-effect magnitude on the ratio between the interparticle-interaction and quench-disorder is discussed. 
INTRODUCTION
The approach to equilibrium of quantum systems is a fundamental problem that has received wide theoretical attention, mostly in close systems [1, 2] . Thermalization of open systems is a less researched subject although it is relevant for most naturally occurring processes. This is the case for out-of-equilibrium electronic transport in solids where coupling to a heat-bath via phonons usually plays a role at any finite temperature. In metals and semiconductors the rate of electron-phonon (e-ph) inelastic scattering γ in may be appreciable; even at sub-Kelvin temperatures γ in is typically 10 4 -10 6 s -1 at 1K [3] . An efficient e-ph coupling is the main reason for the fast relaxation of the electronic system after it has been taken out of equilibrium by a light-pulse or by Joule-heating it.
There are however situations where electronic relaxation is a sluggish process despite the presence of phonons; persistent photoconductivity (PPC), and the relaxation exhibited by electron-glasses are examples for such cases. In both phenomena the electronic conductance G is enhanced in their out of the equilibrium state, and in both the relaxation of G from the excited state may be a very slow process that may be monitored over time scales that are many orders of magnitude longer than phonon relaxation times. The slow relaxation associated with these phenomena make systems that exhibit them prime candidates for experimentally studying thermalization in open quantum systems.
PPC has been observed in lightly-doped semiconductors with carrier-concentration N typically smaller than 10 18 cm -3 [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Recently this phenomenon was observed in GeSb x Te y alloys, p-type degenerate semiconductors with N ≈10 20 cm -3 [9] . When Anderson localized, samples of GeSb x Te y exhibited both intrinsic [10] electronglass effects and PPC. The interplay of the two coexisting phenomena showed non-trivial effects [10, 11] .
In this work we discuss attempts to obtain similar results for other systems based on GeTe by incorporating either In, Mn, or Bi as the third element in the alloy. Despite the high concentration of these chemically different foreign elements, the resulting ternary compounds shared the same crystallographic structure and p-type conductivity of the GeTe parent compound. On the other hand, the transport properties differed markedly among the produced alloys, in particular in terms of their PPC performance. Incorporating In or Mn atoms in the GeTe matrix did not seem to affect the PPC of the pure compound. Bismuth however, proved to give enhanced PPC effects similar to the behavior of the phase-changed material GeSb x Te y [10] . In addition, GeBi x Te y samples appear to be an efficient system for studying transport effects associated with the interplay between disorder and interactions: The material is easy to fabricate, it is flexible in terms of being able to vary its disorder over a wide range including driving it insulating without making it granular. The bulk of the work described below is mostly devoted to the results obtained with this system.
The persistent photo-conductivity and electron-glass features may be separately observed in GeBi x Te y samples and exhibit their distinct relaxation laws. When these phenomena coexist, on the other hand, the electron-glass features may be significantly modified, in particular, the memory-dip seems to have a larger magnitude in the PPC-state. It is argued that the ratio between the quench-disorder and inter-particle interaction plays a role in the visibility of the memory-dip. All other things being equal, this ratio is larger when the carrier-concentration N of the electron-glass is higher, which consistently results in a smaller magnitude of the memory-dip. However, in the PPC-state the interparticle-interaction to disorder ratio actually increases relative to the dark-state thus, in turn, enhancing the memory-dip magnitude.
Details of sample preparation, characterization, and their various measurements techniques are described in the next section. The results and their discussion are given in section III.
EXPERIMENTAL Sample preparation and characterization
Samples used in this study were prepared by codepositing GeTe and either Bi, In, or Mn on room temperature substrates in a high-vacuum system (base pressure 0.8-1x10
-7 mbar). The GeTe (Equipment Support Company, USA) was e-gun deposited with rates of 0.6-1Å/second while Bi, In, or Mn were evaporated from a Knudsen source with a rate chosen such that the alloy composition should be close to 1:1:1. Film thickness varied in the range 40-60Å for the films measured in this work. Lateral dimensions of the samples used for transport measurements were 0.3-0.5mm long and 0.5mm wide.
Two types of substrates were used; 1mm-thick microscope glass-slides, and 1µm SiO 2 layer thermally grown on 100 silicon wafers. The Si wafers (boron-doped with bulk resistivity ρ ≃ 2x10 -3 Ωcm) were employed as the gate electrode in the field-effect measurements. The microscope glass-slides were mostly used for Hall-Effect measurements performed at room-temperatures. Theses revealed p-type carrier-concentration N in all these alloys. For the GeBi x Te y films, that were the main system used in this work, N varied in the range of (6-9)x10 21 cm -3 . Each deposition batch included samples for transport measurements, samples for Hall-effect measurements, and samples for structural and chemical analysis. For the latter study, carbon-coated Cu grids were put close to the sample during its deposition. These grids received the same post-treatment as the samples used for transport measurements.
Transmission-electron-microscopy (TEM), using the Philips Tecnai G2) were employed to characterize the films composition and microstructure.
Polycrystalline samples of Ge(M) x Te y (where M stands for either Bi, In, or Mn) were obtained by mounting the as-deposited (amorphous) films on a hot-plate set to a temperature T H =470±5K for ≈2 minutes during which the sample was crystallized.
A TEM micrograph and associated diffraction pattern of typical GeBi x Te y and GeMn x Te y films produced in the above manner are shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2 respectively. These TEM micrographs and diffraction patterns illustrate the polycrystalline nature of the films and a tight, space-filling packing of the crystallites. The main difference between the Bi and the Mn alloys is obviously their different grain-sizes. These are just few nanometers for the GeBi x Te y film as compared with ≈100nm for GeMn x Te y . Similar grain-sizes were observed in our GeIn x Te y films. The large disparity in grain-size is also reflected in the diffraction patterns ( Fig.1 and Fig.2 ). Diffraction patterns taken from these films were consistent with the rhombohedral (R-3m) phase of GeTe in all samples made of the three ternary compounds.
Several types of structural defects may be observed in these micrograph; grain boundaries and twinning being the most prevalent. These defects, as well as the compositional-disorder (discussed next), and surface scattering are presumably responsible for restricting the mobility of the films.
The main difference between the GeBi x Te y and the GeMn x Te y and GeIn x Te y films is their mobility. For the thickness range of 40-60Å, the GeBi x Te y samples had sheet resistance R in the range 2kΩ-55MΩ at 4K. With this range it was possible to cover a large part of the strongly-localized regime (R >h/e 2 ) which is a pre-requirement for observing inherent electron-glass effects [12] . In contrast, we were not yet able to push R much above ≈10 2 kΩ in samples made from either of the two other alloys even by deliberate surface-oxidation. This is presumably the reason for our failure to detect electron-glass effects in GeMn x Te y and GeIn x Te y films. The higher resistance obtainable in the GeBi x Te y alloy may be in part due to their much smaller grain-size as noted above. However, the grain-size in the previously studied GeSb x Te y [10] was even larger than in GeMn x Te y and GeIn x Te y and had more pronounced texture (which means less boundary scattering) than that observed in GeMn x Te y while films with R ≥50MΩ were easily produced even in thicker films [10] . Inter-grain scattering is therefore not likely to be the main source of disorder in these alloys.
The focus of this work is the difference between the two mechanisms for slow relaxation and therefore, in the following, data are shown mainly for the GeBi x Te y samples where both PPC and electron-glass effects are observable.
The stoichiometry of the GeBi x Te y films was measured by EDS (Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy) attachment of the TEM. Different preparation runs produced films that usually had the average stoichiometry close to the desired goal mentioned above. However, there was no-
Bright-field of a 5nm film of GeBixTey and an associated diffraction-pattern. The micrograph shows polycrystalline structure with grain-size of the order of 1-2nm which ccounts for the rather uniform rings in the diffraction-pattern.
ticeable composition heterogeneity on a mesoscopic spatial scale. This kind of disorder is quite common in alloys and may be accompanied by spatial fluctuations in carrier-concentration [13] . A similar composition heterogeneity has been seen also in GeTe [14] . Figure 3 shows the distribution of local stoichiometry (on a mesoscopic 40nm scale) across a typical GeBi x Te y film. Composition variations may be accompanied by local variations of the carrier-concentration, and these are of particular importance in superconducting materials which are notoriously sensitive to the value of N. In the presence of disorder such inhomogeneities may lead to the appearance of superconducting islands embedded in an insulating matrix making it effectively a granular system [13] . One should be aware of these non-uniform structural aspects whenever the transport property one measures has a spatial scale that is smaller or comparable with the scale of the inhomogeneities.
Measurement techniques
Conductivity of the samples was measured using a two-terminal ac technique employing a 1211-ITHACO current preamplifier and a PAR-124A lock-in amplifier. Most measurements were performed with the samples immersed in liquid helium at T≈4.1K held by a 100 liters storage-dewar. This allowed up to two months measurements on a given sample while keeping it cold (and in the dark). These conditions are essential for measurements where extended times of relaxation processes are required
Bright-field of a 5nm film of GeMnxTey and an associated diffraction-pattern taken under similar conditions as the sample in Fig.1 (same selected-area for the diffraction pattern). The typical grain-size in this case is clearly much larger than in the GeBixTey sample. The relatively large grainsize in this case is also reflected in the "spotty" rings of the diffraction-pattern.
at a constant temperature.
The gate-sample voltage (to be referred to as V g in this work) in the field-effect measurements was controlled by the potential difference across a 10µF capacitor charged with a constant current. The range of V g used in this study reached in some cases ±40V which is equivalent to the ±20V used in previous work [15] where the gatesample separation was 0.5µm of as compared with the 1µm SiO 2 spacer used here.
The ac voltage bias in conductivity measurements was small enough to ensure near-ohmic conditions (except for the current-voltage plots). Optical excitations in this work were accomplished by exposing the sample to an AlGaAs diode operating at ≈0.88±0.05µm mounted on the sample-stage ≈10-15mm from the sample. The diode was energized by a computer-controlled Keithley 220 currentsource.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Field-effect measurements
Conductance versus gate-voltage G(V g ) traces typical for diffusive GeBi x Te y samples are shown in Fig.4 . The sign of ∂G(V g )/∂V g that characterize the field-effect of these weakly-disordered samples is consistent with bandstructure calculations for GeTe and similar compounds area. Note that the most likely ratio is close to a composition of 1:1:1 but there is a significant scatter around this value. Note that the average ratio for Te/Ge deviates from unity while Te/(Ge+Bi)≈1 which may hint that the Bi atoms reside on Ge-sites in the crystal.
[16]. These theoretical models account for the p-type conduction in the material, in agreement with the sign of the Hall-Effect mentioned above. The Fermi-energy in this scenario appears at the top of the valence-band (see inset to Fig.4 ). Sweeping V g changes the position of the Fermienergy and the associated change in the conductance reflects the energy dependence of ∂n/∂µ, the thermodynamic density-of-states (DOS). The measured G(V g ) is a convoluted outcome of ∂n/∂µ(ε) and D(ε) -the energydependent diffusion-constant. For all GeBi x Te y samples reported here, ∂D/∂ε>0 and is larger with larger R as evidenced by the temperature dependence of their resistance; the resistance ratio R(4K)/R(300K) is: 1.23, 2.37, and 3.43 for the films with R =6.5kΩ, 32kΩ, and 110kΩ in Fig.4 respectively. This explains the reason for the a general trend in the field-effect data of disordered conductors; ∂G(V g )/∂V g is a monotonously increasing function of R . Another feature appears in the G(V g ) traces of GeBi x Te y samples that have large enough disorder. This usually requires that the sheet-resistance of the films R be considerably larger than h/e 2 ≈25kΩ. Figure 5 shows G(V g ) for a ≈50MΩ film that was taken under the same conditions (temperature, sweep-rate) as the samples in Fig.4 . The new feature is a local depression of G(V g ) centered, in this case, at V g =0V. This feature is the memory-dip, a characteristic signature of the electronglass [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . It is believed to be a modulation of g(ε), the single-particle DOS resulting from inter-particle correlations [22] [23] [24] [25] .
A modulation of g(ε) due to correlation effects oc- curs in disordered conductors even in the diffusive regime where field-effect measurements would reveal just the thermodynamic component ∂n/∂µ. The contribution of a single-particle DOS may be reflected in tunneling or photo-emission processes but it is not expected to show up in a thermodynamic measurement such as field-effect [26] . This however is because V g is usually swept sufficiently slow to allow the electronic system to be in equilibrium. When the equilibration time of the system becomes longer than the inverse sweep-rate (a condition that is met in the electron-glass regime of highly disordered Anderson insulators [27] ), the underlying g(ε) would manifest itself in the G(V g ) plot. The shape of this modulation, and its dependence on temperature, have been discussed by Lebanon, and Müller [23] . The magnitude of the memory-dip (defined in Fig.5 ), that will be referred to in this paper as 'visibility', depends therefore on how fast the gate-voltage is sweet. This was demonstrated in field-effect experiments on crystalline indiumoxide [12] . The slope of the thermodynamic component of G(V g ), on the other hand, is independent of ∂V g /∂t [12] . The relative magnitude of the memory-dip δG MD /G 0 , increases with R as illustrated in Fig.6 for the GeBi x Te y films studied in this work. The average slope of G(V g ) for this samples is plotted on the same graph for comparison.
The qualitative features of these data are remarkably similar to those obtained on the half-a-dozen previously studied electron glasses [27] . In particular, they all show fast decline of the memory-dip magnitude as the diffusive regime is approached from the strongly-localized side, and a similar functional dependence of δG MD /G 0 on R . This re-enforces the conclusion that strong-localization is a pre-requisite for observing electron-glass effects.
Another feature that appears to be common to electron-glasses is the dependence of their memory-dip width Γ on the carrier-concentration N. A comparison of the memory-dip width and the carrier-concentration for the three germanium-telluride compounds studied to date is given in Fig.7 . This shows a monotonous increase of Γ with the inter-particle separation N -1/3 . A similar dependence was found in the early work on amorphous indium-oxide [28] which hitherto was the only system where Γ(N ) was studied over a meaningful range of N. It would be interesting to be able to extend the range of the carrier-concentration in the GeTe system towards lower N values to see whether the relaxation time becomes very short below a certain concentration as it does in In x O [28] . Quantitatively however there are some features that distinguish the GeBi x Te y samples from previously studied electron-glasses. In particular, the magnitude of the memory-dip δG MD /G 0 is relatively small when compared with the magnitude of the slope of the thermodynamic density-of-states ∂n/∂µ for a given R (Fig.6 ). This is mainly due to the steep dependence of ∂n/∂µ on energy of this material. This makes it harder to observe the memory-dip in the G(V g ) traces than in e.g., beryllium [29] that has a similar magnitude of δG MD /G 0 for the same R . The latter is still considerably smaller than exhibited by electron-glasses with lower carrierconcentrations N, In 2 O 3-x and In x O (with N<10 20 cm -3 ), a point that will be addressed later in this paper.
As is clear from Fig.6 , a memory-dip could be observed only in strongly insulating samples. The conductance G of these samples, like all other electron-glasses, exhibit exponential temperature dependence of conductivity. Temperature dependence of G is shown in Fig.8 for two of the studied GeBi x Te y samples.
It is interesting to compare these G(T) with the respective data of another electron-glass, In 2 O 3-x which has structural features that are similar to GeBi features of this state is an exponential G(T). However, the specific form of this function, and the structural details of the system appear to be unimportant. In other words, the features of electron-glasses may not be identified by the specific form their G(T) takes. An exponential G(T) whether simple activation or of the stretchedexponential kind is a necessary condition but, for observing the memory-dip in field-effect measurement other requirements have to be met, in particular strong disorder [27] . GeBi x Te y and In 2 O 3-x differ also in their sensitivity to applied electric fields; non-ohmicity in hopping systems often sets in at rather small fields at liquid helium temperatures [31] [32] [33] [34] and the present system is no exception; R as function of the applied voltage V are plotted in Fig.9 for four GeBi x Te y samples with different degrees of disorder clearly show the common trend.
Susceptibility to non-ohmic behavior is more conspicuous in In 2 O 3-x than in the GeBi x Te y films: To illustrate, In 2 O 3-x sample with R =12.5MΩ decreased by ≈90% upon applying a field of 10V/cm at T=4.1K [37] while under the same conditions the drop of R is a mere 2.4% for the GeBi x Te y film with R =15MΩ (Fig.9) .
Non-ohmicity deep in the hopping regime is mainly caused by a field-assisted mechanism [31] [32] [33] [34] but Jouleheating is an accompanying factor; for a given applied field the relative importance of heating would become larger when the resistance is smaller. The higher sensitivity of In 2 O 3-x to the applied field is related to the compounded effect of both mechanisms. As a low N system the hopping-length for a given temperature and resistance is likely longer than in the GeBi x Te y system which makes the field-assisted mechanism stronger for a comparable field strength. The heating sensitivity of the conductance involves (among other things) the electronphonon inelastic-scattering rate. This is likely to be more important in In 2 O 3-x due to its unusually large Debye temperature [36] . In any case, the larger range of applied voltages over which linear-response condition may be maintained using GeBi x Te y samples should be a convenient feature for experimental study of hopping conductivity.
There is another feature of GeBi x Te y that may make it a versatile test-bed for a variety of non-equilibrium phenomena; GeBi x Te y films exhibit pronounced response to photo-excitation. Just like it was observed in GeSb x Te y films [9, 11] , exposure to infrared illumination increased the samples conductance by a certain ∆G which persisted long after the light source was turned off. The experimental protocol used for optical excitation is illustrated in Fig.10 . The experiment typically begins ≈24 hours after the sample is cooled-down to 4.1K by recording G(t) for 1-2 minutes to establish a baseline, near-equilibrium conductance G 0 . The IR source was then turned on for 3 seconds and then turned off while G(t) continues to be measured.
The figure depicts the conductance dependence during excitation and the ensuing relaxation following its termination. The latter has a characteristic time dependence that fits a stretched-exponent law:
(see inset to Fig.10 ). This is a manifestation of persistent photoconductivity (PPC), a phenomenon that has been frequently observed in many semiconductors [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and recently found in the compound GeSb x Te y [9, 11] . In general, the relative change of the conductance due FIG. 10: Conductance evolution during a typical optical excitation protocol. The sample is a 43Å thick GeBixTey with equilibrium R =53MΩ at 4.1K. It is exposed to the infrared LED operated with 1mA for 3s at a distance of ≈9mm from the sample. The conductance is monitored for 11,000s after the LED is turned off during which time it decays slowly with a stretched-exponential law as depicted in the inset. A fit to ∆G(t)∝exp[-(t/τ ) β ] with τ =1.3x10 9 s and β=0.11 is shown in the inset as a dashed line. G0 is the equilibrium value of the conductance and δGIR is arbitrarily chosen as δGIR=G(t=3x10 3 )-G0, The inset shows the dependence of δGIR/G0 on the infrared intensity for a typical sample. Dashed lines are guides for the eye.
to the brief infrared exposure δG IR /G 0 increases with R as shown in Fig.11 .
The same energy-flux (1mA current through the infrared diode for 3s) was delivered to all samples in the series with sheet-resistances of 4kΩ to 55MΩ. This value was chosen after studying the dependence of the effect on the excitation current shown in the inset to Fig.11 . The excitation by 1mA was chosen as a compromise between achieving an appreciable δG IR while minimizing heating and associated detrimental effects to the electron-glass state which may coexist with the PPC when the system is in the strongly-localized regime. The detailed behavior of the PPC in the GeBi x Te y films turns out to be similar to that of GeSb x Te y [9, 11] ; in both systems PPC is observable in samples that are in the diffusive regime as well as in strongly-localized samples. The relaxation law associated with PPC is essentially the same for a diffusive sample (Fig.12) and for a strongly-localized sample (Fig.13) . The latter is in the electron-glass phase and exhibits a well-developed memory-dip whereas the G(V g ) the diffusive sample reveal only the thermodynamic DOS in the field-effect scan.
These two alloys are also similar in terms of magnitude and fit parameters to the stretched exponential relax- FIG. 14: Comparing the result of the infrared excitation protocol for three germanium-telluride alloys. The same protocol conditions were used in each case as specified in Fig.10. ation law. The G(t) measured following the infrared excitation of the samples shown in Fig.11 could be fitted to Eq.1 with the same β =0.11±0.005 as a best-fit parameter. The other fit parameter in the stretched-exponential law is τ that is found to be of order 10 9 sec to 10 10 sec in all our samples. There was no systematic dependence of τ on the sample sheet resistance R . Similar values for β and the relaxation-time τ were found at these temperatures in the relaxation law of PPC in AlGa x As 1-x compounds [5] and in the GeSb x Te y films studied previously [9, 11] .
Applying the infrared protocol to GeMn x Te y and GeIn x Te y samples resulted in a considerably lower δG IR /G 0 values as compared with GeSb x Te y and the GeMn x Te y samples with similar resistances. A comparison between the response of GeMn x Te y and GeIn x Te y samples with GeBi x Te y films is shown in Fig.14 .
The G(t) plots of the infrared protocol for these samples plotted in Fig.14 are the highest in terms of the magnitude of δG IR obtained so far. The overall appearance of these relaxation curves appear to be similar to those of the GeBi x Te y and GeSb x Te y alloys but the signal-tonoise of the G(t) data are not yet good enough to allow for a reliable determination of β and τ for either GeMn x Te y or GeIn x Te y . In addition, there were appreciable fluctuations in the magnitude of δG IR /G 0 taken from different preparation batches of these alloys. This may indicate that the PPC in GeMn x Te y and GeIn x Te y (as well as in the parent compound GeTe) results from the spurious occurrence of a defect and that the enhanced PPC response in the GeBi x Te y and GeSb x Te y is due to a catalytic effect of incorporating Bi or Sb in the ternary alloy.
Our persistent-photoconductivity results in these GeTe alloys resembles in many aspects the behavior reported in compounds based on PbTe, a system that has been extensively studied [4] . In particular, the sensitivity of the PPC magnitude to the specific chemistry of the element added to the alloy seems to be a common feature (the dopants that yield higher PPC efficiency are however different).
The similar dynamics of the GeBi x Te y and the GeSb x Te y alloys in their PPC-state may be an important clue for unraveling the nature of the defect responsible for the long-lived PPC state. While the involvement of a massive defect is believed to be a key element in most models for the PPC phenomenon [4] , the basic question is whether the relevant defect is the added element itself (Sb or Bi in our case) or it is an indirect result of its presence in the alloy [4] . Given the substantial difference in the masses of Sb and Bi, one would argue that the similar parameters of the relaxation dynamics in the PPC-state of GeBi x Te y and GeSb x Te y as well as the similar behavior of the undoped GeTe, favor the indirect scenario.
Modification of the electron-glass behavior in the PPC state Strongly-localized samples of GeBi x Te y exhibit all the qualitative nonequilibrium features found in previously studied electron-glasses. These are distinguishable from the PPC observed in this system in a number of aspects. First and foremost, as mentioned above, unlike persistent photoconductivity, the electron-glass features are not observed in the diffusive regime of the system. Secondly, there are more ways to take the electron-glass far from the equilibrium than just by exposure to electromagnetic radiation; stressing the sample with longitudinal field [38] , and changing the density of carriers in the system (via a change of the gate-voltage), are two examples for unique ways to take the system away from equilibrium. Finally, the relaxation-law towards equilibrium of the conductance is logarithmic with time for the electronglass as compared with the stretched-exponential law for PPC. Figure 15 illustrates two of the above distinguishing features of the electron-glass.
Some electron-glass features are significantly modified when coexisting with persistent photoconductivity. This is not surprising; the "persistent" mode is not a stationary-state, the concentration of charge-carriers continuously diminishes with time, and this has consequences. It is easy to understand that in the PPC-state the relaxation law of the electron-glass would appear different because the background conductivity is decaying with a stretched-exponential law. Figure 16 demonstrates such a case using the gate-protocol to drive the electron-glass away from "equilibrium" while the system is still relaxing from the infrared exposure applied several hours before.
The main effect of the combined relaxation in this case is a modified relaxation-law that deviates from the log(t) dependence that characterizes the electron-glass. FIG. 15: Conductance evolution during excitation protocol using a sudden change of gate-voltage. The sample is a 43Å thick GeBixTey with "dark" R =53MΩ at 4.1K. It was allowed to relax under Vg=0V for 40 hours and after recording its "equilibrium" G0 for≈10 2 s, Vg was swept to -35V within 3.5s producing the G(t) data shown in the figure. The inset illustrates that, after the new Vg=-35V is established, the sample conductance decays with a logarithmic time dependence. Dashed line is best fit for a G(t)=G(1)-a· log(t) law. FIG. 16: Conductance evolution during excitation by a gate protocol using the same parameters as in Fig.15 except that the sample was first put in its PPC-state as per the infrared protocol (Fig.10) . The system was then allowed to relax for three hours before changing the gate voltage. The inset illustrates that, after the new Vg=-35V is established, the sample conductance decays with a stretched-exponential time dependence. Dashed line is best fit for a G(t)∝exp[-(t/τ ) β ] with β=0.11 and τ =3·10 10 s.
The total change of ∆G observed during the ≈7,000 seconds, over which data are plotted in Fig.16 , is comparable in magnitude to the sum of the respective ∆G's estimated from the relaxations due to the PPC and the electron-glass (assuming that each is present without the other). This assumption however cannot be accurate; coexistence of the two nonequilibrium phenomena manifestly produces effects that are not consistent with simple superposition. This is demonstrated in the experiment T=4.1K
FIG . 17 : Field-effect G(Vg) traces for a GeBixTey sample with "dark" R =54MΩ taken 24 hours after cooldown to T=4.1K (circles) and 3 hours after exposing the film to infrared radiation at 1mA for 3s (squares). Both traces were taken with the same sweep rates of 0.023V/s. The relative slopes ∆G/G of the thermodynamic component of G(Vg) (see Fig.6 for definition) were ≈30%±0.1% for both curves while the magnitude of the memory-dip δGMD/G0 is 2%±0.1% in the dark-state and 2.9%±0.1% in the PPC-state.
described in Fig.17 . The figure compares G(V g ) for a GeBi x Te y film before and after being exposed to the infrared source yielding. a counter-intuitive result: The sample under the PPC-state exhibits a larger amplitude of the memory-dip than the same film in its "dark" state. This is not a trivial result; it is natural to expect that exposing the electron-glass to infrared radiation would result in a diminishment of the memory-dip magnitude. In fact, it has been shown that above a certain threshold of energy-flux, infrared illumination may completely erase the memory-dip [39] . The energy flux associated with initiating the PPC-state is much smaller than used in [39] but the enhancement of the memory-dip is still an unexpected result.
A similar effect in GeSb x Te y was ascribed to the presence of a series-resistor that is reduced in the PPC-state [9, 11] . This was motivated by the observation of the concomitant increase of the slope of ∂n/∂µ(ε). However, this approach was not able to account for the magnitude of the enhancement. Besides, the lack of change in the slope of the thermodynamic DOS in the present case [see Fig.17 ], makes this line of explanation questionable anyhow (although, given the inhomogeneous structure, part of the effect might be related to reduction of a series resistor).
An alternative scenario to account for the enhanced memory-dip is based on the observation that the interaction-to-disorder ratio plays a role in the magnitude of the memory-dip and on the realization that this ratio increases in the PPC-state relative to the dark-state.
That the visibility of the memory-dip is a function of the ratio of Coulomb-interaction I C to disorder W should be clear; recall that this modulation in G(V g ) has it roots in the competition between interaction and disorder: The memory-dip vanishes when disorder is small, and it is obviously absent altogether when interaction is turnedoff. It is then intuitively expected that the memory-dip is most conspicuous when the disorder and interaction are comparable in magnitude.
The first point we wish to make here is that, over the range of parameters relevant for all the electron-glasses studied to date, I C ≫W.
The magnitude of the interparticle Coulomb interaction I C for a system with a given N can be expressed by:
where ε is the dielectric constant of the medium and r =N -1/3 is the interparticle average spacing. The disorder required to make the system strongly-localized (the pre-condition for being in the electron-glass phase [27] ) :
and using free-electron formula this may be cast in terms of carrier-concentration: are difficult to strongly-localize unless by making granular, and the disorder in systems with N 10 19 cm -3 is too weak to reduce transition rates sufficiently as to afford observation of the memory-dip (this is the reason for the failure of lightly-doped semiconductors to exhibit a memory-dip [27] ).
The values for W and I C may now be estimated using Eq.2 and Eq.4 with the parameters for indiumoxide which has been studied over the widest range of carrier-concentration among all electron-glasses. Taking the dielectric constant as ε=10, and effective mass m*=0.3m 0 one gets: I C /W≈0. 14 respectively. These represent the two extreme limits in N over which electron-glasses were studied. The memorydips associated with these limit-N values are plotted in Fig.18 illustrating the much larger δG MD /G 0 exhibited by the sample with the larger I C /W ratio. With these parameters for In x O, the interaction-todisorder ratio I C /W≈1 would be obtained for an Anderson insulator with carrier-concentration N ≈3x10 16 cm -3 . This N is well below the concentration where the relaxation time becomes too short for observation of electronglass features by standard field-effect techniques. Note that it is the system with the lower N that has the larger I C /W (and consequently larger δG MD /G 0 ). This is so because I C ∝N 1/3 while for electron-glasses W∝N 2/3 , thus I C /W actually decreases with N. In other words, all other things being equal, higher carrier-density means stronger Coulomb interaction but even stronger disorder.
Large values for δG MD /G 0 , of the order of 15-30% (for R ≈10MΩ at 4K), are routinely obtained using the crystalline version of indium-oxide (In 2 O 3-x ) that also has low carrier-concentration N ≈4x10
19 cm -3 [12] . On the other hand, electron-glasses with N ≥10 21 cm -3 typically show δG MD /G 0 of the order of ≈1% in samples with comparable R . This is manifestly the case for the GeBi x Te y films studied here (see Fig.6 above) .
The larger δG MD observed in the PPC-state in both GeBi x Te y and the GeSb x Te y alloys may just be another example of the dependence of the memory-dip magnitude on I C /W. Note that the enhanced conductivity in the PPC-state is mainly due to higher concentration of carriers N created by the optical excitation. Being in the strongly-localized regime, the system lacks metallic screening and therefore higher N means an increase in the interparticle-interaction I C . It is less clear what, if any, is the accompanying change of disorder; The defect that hinders recombination in the PPC-state is presumed to be stabilized by a spatial-shift ∆x of an atom, and possibly a change in the local charge [8] . The atomic displacement ∆x, is sub-atomic [8] and thus much smaller than the localization-length which can hardly affect the perceived ionic-disorder. The scattering cross-section may however be different due to a change in the local charge in the PPC-state, but this may go either way. It is then plausible to assume that, in the PPC-state, the ratio of Coulomb-interaction to disorder is larger than in the dark-state. In that case the enhanced δG MD /G 0 in the PPC-state just follows a trend generally obeyed by all electron-glasses with N ≥3x10
19 cm -3 . To summarize, we presented in this paper experimental results that demonstrate coexistence of persistentphotoconductivity and electron-glass features in the degenerate semiconductor GeBi x Te y . Both phenomena exhibit sluggish conductance relaxation albeit due to different mechanisms. The conductance in the persistentstate is associated with the recombination of opticallygenerated excess charge. The process is slow presumably due to an energy-gap induced by a local structure re-arrangement. The different PPC susceptibility of the system to the nature of the element added to the alloy may help in identifying the microscopic mechanism involved.
The electron-glass dynamics, on the other hand, is associated with a change in the carriers mobility rather than carrier-concentration, and it is controlled by the combined effects of quench-disorder and variety of interaction-related mechanisms: Many-body effects, and several variations of the orthogonality-catastrophe [40] [41] [42] may further extend relaxation times. These phenomena demonstrate the richness and complexity of electronic transport in disordered and interacting quantum systems. The current study re-affirms the notion that electron-glasses with long relaxation times are inherent property of Anderson insulators where disorder is much larger than the Coulomb interaction.
The enhancement of the memory-dip magnitude induced by infrared radiation lead us to the conjecture that this feature of the electron-glass is controlled by the ratio of interaction and disorder. This was shown to be consistent with a number of experiments. Further experimental work needs to be done to test this trend in different materials. The magnitude δG MD /G 0 of the memory-dip is a more complicated issue to characterize than the width Γ. At a given temperature, Γ depends only on carrierconcentration of the system [12] . The magnitude of the memory-dip, on the other hand, depends on many other factors; δG MD /G 0 depends on the rate of sweeping the gate-voltage V g , it depends on the time the sample equilibrated under V g (history), and it depends on the R and on the sample thickness. In addition it may vary between different preparation batches (which suggest influence of structural details). The functional dependence of δG MD /G 0 on carrier-concentration is therefore not yet established. Nevertheless, the overall trend that δG MD /G 0 increases when the carrier-concentration decreases (in the regime I C ≪W) is clear enough. Some insight on this issue may come from numerical simulations looking at how the I C /W ratio affects the memory-dip magnitude using the method of Meroz et al [25] ; in principle using this technique should allow probing the regime where the interaction is larger than the disorder, which is hard to implement experimentally.
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